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'My safeword,' she said hurriedly. 'We forgot to discuss my safeword!' 'This isn't some amateur

scene at a BDSM club. There's no negotiation. There is no safeword. You signed that away when

you joined The Enclave.' Jaime Shepard fantasizes about being bound in chains - her heart, body

and soul the possession of a Master who won't hesitate to take what he wants. Unfortunately,

exploring dreams of sensual submission has taken a backseat to the daily grind of life. Yet she

never feels more alive, more vital, more herself than when engaging in a scene at one of the local

BDSM clubs. When the brooding, mysterious owner of Asheville's premiere underground BDSM

club makes Jaime the offer of a lifetime, she jumps at the chance to experience The Enclave, a

secluded community dedicated to the passionate realization of a 24/7 BDSM lifestyle. Against the

backdrop of a luxurious mountain resort, Jaime's rigorous, full-immersion indoctrination begins.

Erotic discipline and intensive slave training push Jaime to the very limits of her boundaries and

force her to reach deep inside to discover the grace and inner strength necessary for true

submission. One thing she isn't seeking amongst the deep erotic pain is love - but it might find her

just the same. Caution: this book contains scenes some listeners may find disturbing.
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The story is about Jaime, who is a BDSM Club addict. She is down on her luck and struggling to

bring her head back above water when she shows at her favorite club, hoping they will take pity on

her and let her in for free. Instead, the owner offers her a chance of a lifetime: to live the life of a

slave in a 24/7 BDSM world. She accepts the offer, of course, or this book would be much shorter,



then is whisked off to the mansion in the mountains called the Enclave. Once there, she must be

naked and endure humiliation, brutal punishment and facing the acts she had never allowed before.

But she was required to endure this because there is no safeword at the Enclave. I've never read a

BDSM novel and was a bit curious. This novel held my attention throughout.There's really very little

romance here, mostly a lot of BDSM and some bordering on the edge of uncomfortable for me. I

started wondering if some parts weren't a bit close to rape. I also wanted to see a point where she

would stop being so nervous and excited about the procedures they were putting her through or

forcing on her. I understand the head game of having the anticipation as well as the fear, but it

became a consistent inner dialog. I also would have liked to see the edge-play scene drawn out to

have a greater delve into her mindset as this was happening. Some of it was shown in her bodily

reaction, and it was also being told from the Dom's point of view, however, I had hoped to get more

of her internal dialog as she was enduring it.Overall, I'd say, if you're really into BDSM and women

being forced to have sexual procedures being forced on them against their will is no problem for

you, this book is a good one to pick up. The writing was good, the characters were pretty good. I

think I would have liked a bit more development of her character.

If you are into BDSM books, don't pass this one up for several reasons.1) good price for a full length

novel (i am not a big fan of the $2.99 for under 50 pages, or the free ones that are just teasers to get

you to buy the book)2) I love a good BDSM book, but i get tired of starting a new one to find it is just

a clone of all the others with a few different variables. This book is unique (no spoilers from me :-)

and take a different avenue.3) I don't always want to have to buy 3 books to basically read the full

story. This is a good Stand alone in the world of either; trilogies, series or teasers.4) when it comes

to 'erotic' it starts with a bang and never slows down

BDSM lifestyle as a 24\7 voyeur. This is how I felt reading this story. The Enclave is a mansion in

the mountains not accessible to anyone. The Masters and Mistresses are training house slaves.

Each one has their own expertise. Wax play, blood letting, piercing, anal play, caning, Shibari, violet

wand. The reader gets quite an education. Not for the squeamish. No Safeword has a beautiful HEA

too.

Excellent, well written, plays out very erotic, a must buy for those in the BDSM scene !!!My Play

Partner is waiting for me to get done, she is excited already, just from the little i shared with her !!!for

those who have been taught the art of turning pain in to pleasure, this is perfect reading, I loved it,



thanks Claire Thompson !!

This was a very enjoyable book. I read it over the course of a week end. Intense BDSM training of a

young submissive. Some hot sex scenes. All in all a great book. ~ JULE K. ~

Simply put, this book has too much plot and not enough adventure. The characters relly didn't need

a safe word since nothing really ever happens that would be considered "unsafe".

An excellent story of how dominance & true submission should be, showing the love, commitment,

respect and strength both sides in this dynamic must have.

Can Jamie commit to a lifetime of servitude, she's given a two week trial for her to decide and for

them to decide if they want her - in the mean time she falls for Master Mark.
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